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7.

Report Module

The Reports Module is considered an “optional” module because users do not need to utilize the
module to carry-out their grantee responsibilities. However, the Reports Module (or “MicroStrategy”) is
a vital tool available to grantees to analyze and/or troubleshoot data already entered into DRGR.
Grantees are highly encouraged to utilize MicroStrategy reports to review a series of data elements
including financial information, accomplishment information, and user account information.

7.1

Report Module Overview

The following section explains how to access and navigate the Reports Module. In addition, the basic
components of the Reports Module are described.

7.1.1

Accessing the Reports Module

You can access the Reports Module in DRGR from any computer that can run an internet browser.
1. Following login to the DRGR system (Figure 7-1), and acceptance of Disclaimer, click <Reports>
link in the navigation bar.
Figure 7-1: Welcome/News screen with navigation bar

Note: This opens a separate web browser window for MicroStrategy Reporting. It displays the DRGR
Reports folder as well as any other Report folders you have permissions to access (e.g. IDIS).
2. When the new window opens, select the <DRGR OLAP> folder (Figure 7-2).
Figure 7-2: MicroStrategy Reporting web browser
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7.1.2

Navigating within MicroStrategy

MicroStrategy has its own set of navigation buttons within the user’s internet browser (Figure 7-3):
1. Allows users to navigate to different screens/folders within MicroStrategy
2. Home button takes users back to the DRGR Reports home screen
3. Back and Forward buttons allow users to navigate among screens last viewed
4. Returns users to the next highest level within the folder hierarchy
5. Allows user to see a history of the folders that were accessed to arrive at the current screen
(users can also return to previous screens by clicking on the screen name)
6. Allows users to search MicroStrategy
7. Launches a menu of help topics
Figure 7-3: MicroStrategy Navigation Buttons

7.1.3

Navigating Across Folders

After selecting <DRGR OLAP> (Figure 7-2), a new screen loads and the user can select from the following
options (Figure 7-4).
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Figure 7-4: Reports Selections

7.1.3.1

Shared Reports

The “Shared Reports” folder contains the following two subfolders (Figure 7-5):
a. Public Reports: This folder contains Financial and Quarterly Disbursement Dashboards for
every grant in the DRGR System (not just the user’s grants), and is accessible to all DRGR
users. This is different than Standard Reports, which only display information for grants for
which the user has access. See Section 7.2 for further information on Public Reports.
b. Standard Reports: This folder contains reports that are unique to the type of user and the
user’s permissions/access (i.e. a Grantee user sees the Grantee user specific folder and its
reports, while a HUD User or TA Provider will have options to other reports). This is the most
common folder - reports that users wish to “Modify”, save to “My Reports”, save to the
“History List” or “Subscribe To” must first be accessed from “Standard Reports”. See Section
7.3 for additional information about Standard Reports.
Figure 7-5: Shared Reports Subfolders

7.1.3.2

My Reports

The “My Reports” folder is specific to each user’s account. Users can customize and save their personal
reports in “My Reports.” See Section 7.4 to learn how to modify and save reports to this folder. Reports
saved to this folder will always run the most current data each time they are accessed.
7.1.3.3

History List

The “History List” folder is also specific to each user’s account. This folder serves two functions:
1. The folder archives reports the user has previously saved to the History List (see Section7.4.6.2).
Unlike “My Reports”, reports saved here will contain the historical data from the day the report
was run; and
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2. The folder archives all reports to which the user has subscribed (see Section7.4.6.3). The user
must select the frequency for which the data in these reports is pulled (e.g. every Monday).
7.1.3.4

My Subscriptions

The “My Subscriptions” folder (Figure 7-6) allows users to manage existing report subscriptions (see
Section 7.4.6.3 for more information on subscribing to reports).
Figure 7-6: History List Subscriptions in <My Subscriptions>

7.1.4

Folder Views

Folders and Reports can be displayed in the “List View” (Figure 7-7) or the “Large Icon View” (Figure 7-8):
Figure 7-7: View categories – List View

Figure 7-8: View categories –Large Icon View

7.2

Public Reports

The “Public Reports” subfolder can be accessed from “Shared Reports”. This folder contains Financial
and Quarterly Disbursement Dashboards (Figure 7-9) for every grant in the DRGR System (not just the
user’s grants), and is accessible to all DRGR users. This is different than Standard Reports, which only
display information for grants for which the user has access.
•

Financial Update Dashboard Reports provide tables detailing the amount of funds by grant,
project, or activity category that have been disbursed in DRGR. The bar charts below the tables
illustrate these disbursements and the amount of funds remaining by each of these groupings.
In effect, the bar charts help user see the relative amount of funding across these groupings and
how much progress has been made between each individual group.

•

Quarterly Expenditure Analysis Reports display the disbursements across quarters using data
from the Quarterly Progress Reports (QPRs). This allows users to examine spending trends by
grants, projects, or activity categories across the life of the grants.
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Figure 7-9: Public Reports: Financial and Quarterly Disbursement Dashboards

7.3

Standard Reports

The “Standard Reports” subfolder can be accessed from “Shared Reports”. The “Standard Reports”
subfolder contains dozens of user reports pre-designed by HUD Super Users, and therefore is typically
the most common folder that a user will access. In addition, every report that a user wishes to “Modify”,
save to “My Reports”, save to the “History List” or “Subscribe To” must first be accessed from “Standard
Reports”. Figure 7-10 shows an example screen of available Standard Reports.
Figure 7-10: Standard Reports

There are three types of Standard Reports:
•

Administration Reports: All Administration Reports begin with “Admin” and contain useful
information on: a) user account status, roles, and grant access; b) overall Grant, Action Plan, and
QPR status; and c) monitoring and TA events.

•

Financial Reports: All Financial Reports begin with “Fin” and contain useful information entered
by users into the Drawdown Module including: a) overall budgets, drawdowns, obligations,
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expenditures at the grant, project and activity level; b) program income accounts and receipts;
and c) program fund and program income vouchers.
•

Performance Reports: All Performance Reports begin with “Perf” and contain useful
information entered by users into the QPR Module including: a) cumulative accomplishments
such as housing units, FHEO data, and other performance measures (i.e. # of properties); b) area
vs. direct benefit information; and c) projected vs. actual accomplishment data.

Once a user identifies the report they would like to view from the list of “Standard Reports” (Figure
7-10), they have two options:
•

By clicking on the Report Title, the user will be navigated to the report to view and/or edit; or

•

Below the Report Title is a description of the report and three additional options to “Subscribe”
to the report (see Section7.4.6.3) or Export the Report in Excel or PDF format (see
Section7.4.5.1).

7.4

Modifying and Saving Standard Reports

As described in Section 7.3, the “Standard Reports” folder contains several pre-designed reports. By
clicking on the Report Title (Figure 7-10), the user is navigated to the selected report within
MicroStrategy to view and/or edit the report (Figure 7-11). The following section describes the various
ways a user can modify and save reports.

7.4.1

Standard Report Menus and Options

Once a user has selected a Standard Report, another set of menus and options becomes available
(Figure 7-11):
1. There are five “tabs” at the top of the screen: Home, Tools, Data, Grid, and Format. Each “tab”
contains a drop down menu with different options based on the “tab” selected.
2. The icons below the “tabs” are unique to the “tab” selected. Each time the user selects a new
“tab”, the icons beneath the tab will change. The icons provide quick access to the same
functions contained in the dropdown menus described above.
3. The “Page-By Axis” allows users to control the type of information displayed in the report below.
Each report will be prepopulated with unique “Page-By Axis” selections. For example, if a user
has access to more than one grant, the “Page-By Axis” will identify that the report is showing
only information for one grant at a time. From the “Page-By Axis”, the user can select which
grant the user would like to view/edit. See Section 7.4.2.1 for more information on the “Page-By
Axis”.
4. The report column headings describe each column. In addition, MicroStrategy offers additional
functions to the user by clicking on the column headings (see Section 7.4.2).
5. The Report that is displayed is contingent on the options the user has selected in items 1-4
above.
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Figure 7-11: Example Standard Report (Fin Rept07b is shown)

7.4.2

Moving and Sorting Columns

7.4.2.1

Procedure: Cataloging Data at the Report Level (Page-by Axis)

If the report shows information in the “Page By Axis” section at the top of the report, this limits the data
to the selected record. This function allows users to create and export reports with a smaller, select
group of data, rather than all the data available in DRGR. Users can add any column heading to the
“Page By Axis” and even move these groups to the left or the right of each other (Figure 7-12).
This action can be accomplished in two ways:
1. The first option is completed by placing the cursor over the column header and using the left
mouse button to drag and drop the column to the “Page By Axis” in the report.
2. The second options involves using the right mouse button over the column. Place the cursor
over the column header and use the right mouse button to open the menu to select <Move>
and then <To Page By Axis> (Figure 7-13).
Figure 7-12: “Page By” Feature of Standard Reports
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Figure 7-13: “Move” and “To Page by Axis” features

In Figure 7-13, the report is currently showing information for all Adams County, Colorado Activities.
Regardless of what method is selected, once the “Activity Title” column is moved to the “Page-by Axis”,
the report is filtered to only show one Activity at a time (Figure 7-14). Now, the user can select which
Activity Title they would like to view from the new dropdown menu (Figure 7-15).
Figure 7-14: Report with “Activity Title” column moved to become a “Page-By” drop-down menu
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Figure 7-15: “Page-By” drop-down menu

The “Page-By” feature can be turned on and off using the Tools menu (Figure 7-16):
Figure 7-16: Tools drop-down menu (“Page-by Axis” selected)

7.4.2.2

Procedure: Changing Column Order

Any data including text or dates (called ‘Attributes’) displays on the left side of the report while any data
that is numeric (called ‘Metrics’) displays on the right. When the report displays, the data in the left
columns show as merged cells any time data in the columns in each adjacent row repeats. Basically, this
means that data columns on the left side group the data to the right.
Users can change the sort order using a couple of methods. The first method would be to place the
mouse cursor over the column header (shown in grey in Figure 7-17) and using the left mouse button to
drag the column to the left or right within the report. The other method is to put the cursor over the
column header, but to use the right mouse button. This displays a drop down that includes the “Move”
option; users can select left or right option. Attribute data cannot be moved to the right of metric data
and vice versa (Figure 7-17).
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Figure 7-17: “Move” column order

7.4.2.3

Procedure: Changing the Row Sort Order

Users can also sort using two different methods:
1. If a user only wants to change the order of one column, use the right mouse button over the
column header to access a menu of options. Select <Sort> and then one of the options
(“Ascending, “Descending” or “Custom”) to alter the sorting order for that column (Figure 7-18).
Figure 7-18: Sorting one Column

If a user would like to specify the sort order based on more columns, there are other options using the
“Data” tab (located below the report title) and selection of <Sort>. Users choose a column name (Figure
7-19) to specify the sort order for up to three columns.
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Figure 7-19: Sorting multiple Columns

Note: When the column name options show (ID) or (DESC), choose (DESC). “DESC” specifies the order
based on the text displayed. “ID” is an internal numeric index assigned by DRGR that is not useful for
sorting.
7.4.2.4

Procedure: Inverting Rows and Columns

Users can also invert rows and columns to assist in their data analyses:
1. To move Rows to Columns: Right click on the column header and click <Move> and then <To
Columns>
2. To move Columns or Rows: Click and drag a column header – a yellow vertical line will appear
indicating placement of the column
The example in Figure 7-20 shows Fin Rept01b. The report defaults to a list of Project and Activity
budget information.
Figure 7-20: Default Fin Rept01b before Column Inverted
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If a user left-clicks and drags the “National Objective” Column and places it before the first column of
the report, the report will group the Project and Activity information by National Objective (Figure 7-21).
Now the user can easily identify Project and Activity financial information by National Objective.
Figure 7-21: Fin Rept01b after “National Objective” Column Inverted

7.4.3

Undoing Changes

Users can “undo” and “redo” and changes they made using the toolbar at the top of MicroStrategy
(Figure 7-22):
Figure 7-22: Undo or Redo Tool

7.4.4

Accessing Other Report Format Options

7.4.4.1

Procedure: Presentation Format

Users can modify the look and presentation of reports by clicking the <Grid> tab and using the dropdown menu of presentation formatting options (Figure 7-23).
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Figure 7-23: Presentation Format drop-down menu

7.4.4.2

Procedure: Outline Function

Users can also choose the “Outline” icon to collapse/expand data level displays (Figure 7-24):
Figure 7-24: The “Outline” icon

7.4.4.3

Procedure: Display Graphs

Users can display report data as graphs using the “Graph” icon (Figure 7-25) or by selecting the <Home>
tab and then <Graph> (Figure 7-26). Users can also select the <Grid and Graph> option via the icon or
“Home” tab to display both the graph and report data simultaneously.
Figure 7-25: “Graph” and “Graph and Grid” Icons
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Figure 7-26: <Home> drop-down menu with “Graph” Selected

Once the graph is displayed, another row of graphing options displays (Figure 7-27). Users should
consider that some reports include a significant amount of data and that as the number of columns and
rows of data increase, graphs become more complex and may not be able to display all data labels.
Figure 7-27: Graphing tools and options

7.4.5

Exporting Reports

Reports can be exported in PDF and Excel formats. Reports can be exported from two different locations
within DRGR:
1. Unmodified reports can be exported from the main report list (Shared Reports > Standard
Reports), see Figure 7-28; or
2. Modified or unmodified reports can be exported from the view/edit report screen (once a
report is selected) using the “Export” icons, see Figure 7-29.
Figure 7-28: Export a Report from the Main Report List
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Figure 7-29: Export a Report from the View/Edit Report Screen

7.4.5.1

Procedure: Export Report to Excel

If a user selects to export a report to MS Excel, the system prompts the user to select from a menu of
exporting options (Figure 7-30). Once the user has made their selections, depending on their internet
browser, the user may be prompted to open or save the file.
Figure 7-30: Excel Report Options

If a user selects the <Excel with formatting> exporting option, the Excel report will look similar to the
report displayed in MicroStrategy (Figure 7-31). If a user selects the <Excel with plain text> exporting
option, the report will export with unformatted data, thereby allowing the user to more easily edit and
format the data in MS Excel (Figure 7-32).
Figure 7-31: Export to Excel with Formatting Report
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Figure 7-32: Export to Excel without Formatting Report

7.4.5.2

Procedure: Export Report to PDF

If a user selects to export a report to PDF, the system prompts the user to select from a menu of
exporting options relating to basic presentation of the PDF document (Figure 7-33). However, unlike the
Excel exporting options, the user cannot modify the look and feel of the report or re-sort the order of
the information included in the report. Therefore, the user must design the report in MicroStrategy
before exporting to PDF.
Figure 7-33: PDF Report Options

7.4.6

Saving and Subscribing to Reports

7.4.6.1

Procedure: Saving Modified Versions of Reports

The “Save” report feature allows users to customize and save the format of reports for use in the future.
Any changes made to a report format (see Section Modifying and Saving Standard Reports7.4) can be
saved and accessed in the “My Reports” folder. From the “My Reports” folder, the user can run their
user-formatted report with current data as opposed to selecting the default report found in “Standard
Reports”.
1. To save a report from the view/edit report screen, click the <Save> icon (Figure 7-34).
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Figure 7-34: Saving Changes to Report Format with <Save> icon

2. Save the report in “My Reports” by selecting <My Reports> from the “Save As:” drop-down
menu and entering a file name.
3. Click <OK> to save the report for future access.
4. The user is able to navigate to the saved report at any time by selecting the “My Reports” folder,
see Figure 7-4.
7.4.6.2

Procedure: Saving Reports to the History List

Users can save a report to their “History List”, which serves as the user’s inbox to keep the report result
for future reference. Unlike other saving methods, this option allows the user to keep the point-in-time
data displayed in the report at the time it is saved.
1. To save a report to the “History List”: Click the <Home> tab and select <Add to History List>
from the menu (Figure 7-35).
Figure 7-35: <Home> Drop-down Menu Option: “Add to History List”
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2. The user is able to navigate to the saved report at any time by selecting the “History List” folder,
see Figure 7-4.
7.4.6.3

Procedure: Subscribing to Reports in the History List

Users can generate reports automatically at scheduled intervals (e.g. every Monday) as opposed to
logging into DRGR and running all of the reports manually. To subscribe to a report:
1. Click the <Home> tab and select the <Subscribe To> and then the <History List> option (Figure
7-36).
Figure 7-36: Accessing “Subscribe to History List”

2. This action generates a pop-up window that allows the user to identify the schedule for
automatic report production (Figure 7-37).
Figure 7-37: Subscribing to a Report for Automatic Generation
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3. The user is able to navigate and view or edit the subscription at any time by selecting the “My
Subscriptions” folder, see Figure 7-4.
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